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Medieval nation vs. Modern nation 

A. D. Smith – features of modern national identity 

1) An historic territory, or homeland 

2) Common myths and historical memories 

3) A common, mass public culture 

4) Common legal rights and duties for all the members 

5) A common economy with territorial mobility for all the 

members 
 

MA: the members of a “national” community are not equal, but this 

issue is discussed. 
 



Imagined communities in the Middle Ages 
Rooted in the philosophical and theological imagination:  

- Diversity of languages and nations (gentes) is given by God (myth 

of Babel Tower) 

- The „nations“  integrate the history of Salvation (origo gentis, 

historiography) 

- First inhabitants are legitimate owners of their land ex lege 

naturae et divinae. 

Medieval identities are expressed by various terms  

(populus, gens, natio, lingua (zunge, jazyk), sanguis, names of the 

“nations” (Boemi, Saxones, Theutonici), nos,  nostrates … ) the 

meaning of which  

1) is conserved in historiography and other books;   

2) vary in time and space (describes different realities);  

3) travel across Europe (shared by Latin-writing intellectuals) 

  
 



Medieval nation vs. Modern nation 

E. Gellner: NATION as a rough congruence of culture/ethnicity 

and the state 

What does a medieval state look like? 

 A „region“ (county, duchy …)  

 A dynastic agglomerate 

 A composite state 

LdM: medieval reality ignores the „national principle“ … because of 

ubiquitous regionalisation of important forms of life, rule and economy 

 BUT: ethnogenesis always follows the “state-building 

process” (i.e. the political organization) 



Common terms and concepts: 

REGION 

▪ Interest in the region rediscovered in post-national historiography 

▪ Category of analysis to assess pre-modern identities , e.g. if used for  

historical LAND along its existence : 

- from its origins: regional „cluster“, pagus or county 

- a medieval state (ex. duchy of Brabant, kingdom of 

Bohemia, Schleswig-Holstein of the Schauenburgs …) 

- an individual  part of the dynastic conglomerate/ 

composite state 

  (a conglomerate/state can be regarded as a specific kind 

of region) 

- a (part of a) territory of a modern national state  

 

 

    

    

 



Common terms and concepts: 

STAKEHOLDERS 
INHABITANTS 

- MA: inhabitants divided into social groups (three orders …) and not all of 

them were involved in the matters of the region/government 

- MN: idealistic approach to involve the whole nation since the 19th c., 

challenged by Marxist interpretation of class struggle 

STAKEHOLDERS 

- MA: mostly elites involved in the matters of the region/nation/state 

- modern nation = Bourgeoisie?  

IDENTITY BEARERS:  

- MA: different social groups can have different idea of their regional 

identity 

REGIONAL/NATIONAL IDENTITY is related to power of belonging (or 

subjective perception to belong) to the “us” - as opposed to the “others”   

NB: individual identity is a continuous process  

  



 

Common terms and concepts: 
Regional/national IDENTITY  

 
J.-M. Moeglin:  

- regional/national identity develops in a dialectical relation 

between „objective“ conditions (state-building process 

and others) and an imagined community (stakeholders)  

- imagined community is a result of a collective mental process 

that assesses the thoughts and experience of the inhabitants 

- identity-structuring principles 

1) the ruling dynasty 

2) the land as an community (ethnie) with certain privileges : 

14th/15th c. is absorbed by the DYNASTIC principle 
 

modern nation - structuring principles? - third Estate/commoners - STAKEHOLDERS change - structuring 

principles change 

 



 

Bohemia: Identity articulated in historiography 

  

František Palacký, 1798-1876 

Chronica Boemorum (Geschichte von Böhmen…) 

leading narrative till the 16th c., and Dějiny národu 

českého…leading narrative of the modern Czech 

nation 

 

 

Kosmas of 

Prague, ca. 

1045-1125 



Identity is a binary system,  

a set of oppositions between „we“ and „they“   

Kosmas´narrative: three principal oppositions created by founding 

events 

  1) Mythical origo gentis : indigenous vs. aliens 

  2) Christianization: Christian and civilized vs. pagan, barbarian, 

inhuman 

  3) Political subordination (esp. of Bohemia to the Emperor, from 

the Carolingian times): dominant and subordinated 

Oppositions applied on different ethnic groups  and the neighbouring 

„nations“: Slavs, Bohemians, Saxons, Poles, Sorbs, Germans, Hungarians, 

Cumans, (the same between Danes and Germans) 

 

Spontaneous/intentional „OTHERING“ and sense of “BEING 

OTHERED”: 1) battle narrations 2) direct speeches  

 

 

   

 



Changes of the Bohemian identity 
(indigenous/alien) 

 Before the end of the 13th c. Bohemian identity is territorial: Bohemi are born in the 

land (hac in terra progeniti) 

Kosmas Chronicle, Kojata´s speech: Do you think that a foreigner will love us more and desire 

better for this land than a native? Indeed human nature is such that anyone, wherever his land, not 

only loves his people more than a foreign people, but would even divert wandering rivers into his 

patria if he could. 

14th century: concept of the Bohemian „language nation“ (jazyk)  

- a political tool coping with the consequences of German colonization and the extinction of 

the Přemyslide dynasty  

- anti-German racial discourse of the nobility competing with the German speaking burghers 

(incomers) and new foreign kings:   

Bohemus is a Czech speaking person 

puri Bohemi 1330´s: Bohemus de utroque parente idiomatis bohemice ortum trahens – in the 

15th c., they have exclusive rights ex lege nature et divine 

from the 16th c. to the 19th c. (national revival): dominance of German language 
 



 
Changes of identity: Christian – Pagan/Schismatic/Heretic 

 12th c. Kosmas:  

- Slavic identity/language associated with paganism, schisma, and 

barbarian practice (e.g. Slavic liturgy, selling captives in slavery);  

- Bohemians adopt the Latin-Christian identity (Latin liturgy, patron 

saints battle helpers, distance from Slavic language) 

1170´s Monk of Sázava completes Slavic elements in the 

Kosmas´narrative 

13th/14th c. narratives 

 affirmation of the Christian identity of the Bohemians in the fight 

against „pagans“ (i.a. other Slavs)  

15th century: Church reform, Hussitism and Utraquist Church 

 bona fides: part of the „national“ identity: neminem pure Bohemum 

posse fore hereticum,  but in consequence of Hussitism,  Bohemians 

associated with heresy  



Border of the Holy Roman 

Empire – German 

Confederation, 811-1864 

Schleswig and Den-

”mark” - a border 

zone 



Natural 

region: 

Landscape 

- 3-partite: 

moraine, sandy 

midlands, 

coastal 

marshes 

- identity shaping 

- have never 

aligned with 

political regions 



Place names: Danish or German? 



Schleswig and 

Holstein after 

the partition 

of 1544 

- Regionalisa

tion – 

identity?  



Language,  ca. 

1840 

Danish (dialect) on 

the retreat as a 

spoken language. As 

a rule, German is 

language in primary 

school education, 

exclusive in 

secondary school, 

administration and 

court 







pre- and early modern identity 

▪ Ethnic: Danes, Saxons-Franks, Slavs (Obotrites), Frisians 

▪ Dispersion: difficult to estimate 

▪ Alliances: ethnic or dynastic? 

▪ 1180, 1200’s: Danish Chronicles ascribe negative 

characteristics to Germans, positive to Danes 

▪ 12-1300’s family feuds and shifting alliances over power in 

Schleswig 

▪ 1422: Schleswig-Holstein equistry (”Ritterschaft”) – nobility 

bound to the ruler by privileges – ”ruling class” 

▪ 1460: Ribe treaty – far reaching privileges for the nobility, 

offices reserved for members of the local nobility 

▪ Foundations for state (and identity)-building 



Identity change in modernity? 

▪ Schleswig ”specialty” – identity has never been clearly tied to 

language 

▪ Moments of crisis! 

▪Crisis of the Danish conglomerate state (Oldenburg 

Monarchy) in the first half of the 19th century 

▪Crisis of Germany after WW I and especially WW II 

▪ Identity as a top-down process? 

▪ Medieval and early modern period???? 



František Palacký´s concepts of  „nation“ 

(from the beginnings to 1526) 

Geschichte von Böhmen (before 1845) German version written for 

the Estates of Bohemia, who wished more independence within 

Habsburg monarchy (i.e. regional interests). 

Bohemian identity: fusion of Slavic and German 

elements 

- criticized by Germans for  promoting „czechism“ (Bohemia 

was seen as a German region) 

- criticized by Czechs for being written in German 

Palacký´s role of a mediator between Czechs and Germans 

unsustainable 
 



From 1848: Dějiny národu českého 
(History of the Czech nation) 

New concept of Bohemian identity 

Peaceful and violent encounters between Bohemians = 

Czechs and Germans 

 influenced by 

-The Czech and German national movements (personal political 

experience) 

-French revolution (Michelet, Thierry, Guizot) 

Bohemians conceptualized as Slavs (peaceful, democratic) 

opposed to the German feudalism 
 



Medieval vs. modern nation 
Common analytical terms: region (territory/state) - stakeholders 

(identity bearers) - identity (multiple historical discourses)  

Modern nation: another structural change between these elements 

- stakeholders: bourgeois movements rediscovered the medieval/ 

early modern „racial“ discourse of conquest/colonization; they 

identify with the premodern commoners 

- medieval structuring principles: (dynasty, land) disappeared/ 

were rediscovered, restructured and appropriated by national 

movements: new narratives on the “national” identity  

- secularization: scientific discourses find different “explanation” or 

“justification” for the ancient phenomena 



And the region? 

 Regional discourses of „territorial“ identity are absorbed by 

national movements  

regions in crisis? divided between n. states 

 Old historical regions lose essential parts of their identities – 

regional identity integrated into/instrumentalised by a national 

narrative 

 

Both are employed by elites to legitimize rule and mobilize 

support 

 
 


